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Honorary Cadet Colonel
Be Chosen At Gala Ball
PEOPLE

Jungaleers To Play
At Military Ball
On January 17-18
—■•■—

Lieutenant Colonel Jule
S.
Sims, formerly the assistant
PMS&T at Clemson and Commandant of the McHerry Medical
College, Nashville, Tennessee, is
now in Bad Toltz, Germany with
the 39th Infantry Division.

Military Ball with music by
Clemsons' own Jungaleers, originally scheduled for December
13-14, has been postponed until
January 17-18, Bob Potter, Publicity Chairman of the Central
Dance Association stated.
The
postponement was due to conflict
with a
previously scheduled
basketball game.
The Honorary Cadet Colonel
of the R. O. T. C. will be chosen
at this dance series. She will be
selected from the dates of the
Junior and Senior Cadet Officers.
The% custom is to have the Commandant in charge of the judges
committee.
Other members of
his staff will probably assist him
in making the selection.
Music will be furnished by the
Jungaleers tor both Friday nights'
formal and Saturday nights' semiformal dance. Veterans who do
not have tuxedoes or tails are reminded that their service uniforms are considered formal.
Due to the success of the recent Autumn Ball, plans are being made for a gala Tiger-MidWinter dance with a nationally
famous band.
Bob' Potter said this series
would be held sometime in February.

Directory Ready In
Jan.; Blue Key Men
To Attend Convention

Frederic Baker, of Lakewood,
Ohio. News Editor of The Tiger
in 1943, is now circulation manager for "The Reserve Tribune,"
weekly publication of Western
Reserve University of Cleveland,
Ohio.

Blue Key Directory Editor Bob
McKinnon, Civil Engineering senior of St. George, has announced
that the directory will be made
ready for distribution to the student body in early January. This
publication, which will include
the names and addresses of all
students, is dedicated to members
of the Blue Key honor fraternity
who lost their lives in World War
II.
Three members of Clemson's
chapter will attend the national
Blue Key convention at the Statler Hotel in St. Louis, Missouri
on December 27-28. The delegates
are John W. Califf, Architecture
senior of Charleston, Bob McKinnon and W. S. Reasonover, Arts
and Sciences senior of Camden.

Veterans' Committee
To Meet On Thursday
—«—

Plans were announced for an
important meeting of the Clemson Veterans Committe Thursday,
December 12, at seven o'clock in
Room 2 of the Dairy Building.
All members of the Committee
have been urged to be present.
Last Tuesday night a short session of the group was held with
President Lewis A. Crawford,
Textile Engineering Senior of
Goldsville, , presiding.
Current
problems concerning all Clemson
veterans were discussed and acted upon.
Henry M. Simons, who finished in Horticulture last September and was Co-Editor of The
Tiger in 1943 is now assocaited
with the Simons Nursery
in
Charleston.

Cooper Gives Lecture
To Presbyterian Body
:

-*

J. Roy Cooper, Associate Secretary of the Clemson Y. M. C.
A. and a graduate of Clemson
class of '27, talked on "Basis for
the Christian Home" at the weekly meeting of the Presbyterian
Student's Asociation.
Mr. Cooper's talk was a continuation of an earlier
topic
along the same line, given when
he led a meeting of the P. S. A.
prior to this.
The program for this weeks
meeting, of the P. S. A. will be
an informal group discussion of
the topic "Sabbath Observance."
For next week, Dr. Sidney Crouch
Pastor of the local Presbyterian
Church, will show some of the
slides he made while in the Holy
Land.

Membership, Finance
Drive Ends Tonight

Walter "Cotton" Hobson, Dairying '42, of Belton, is now associated with -Foremost Dairies of
Expect for pledges whiGh will
Spartanburg. Discharged in Septthe
ember '45, he was assistant Coun- be collected , throughout
ty Agent in Richland County un- current semester, the YMCA's'annual Membership and
Finance
til September of this year.
Campaign will end tonight. Approximately 98 per cent of the
veterans and cadets have given
or pledged to the campaign which
is using the slogan "Dollar Per
Man, More If You Can."
Dan A. Kennerly, Agricultural
All present T^ger newspaper
subscriptions will expire in May Economic senior of Cordova, pre1947. Effective January 1, 1947 sident of the Cabinet, offinew subscription rates will be cially launched the drive at a
joint meeting of the four class
increased to $2.00 per year.
last
There will be one more issue councils and the Cabinet
of The Tiger before Christmas Monday evening.
Walter
Terrell,
Mechanical
holidays, it being ready for distribution on December 16, and Engineering senior of Jacksonwill be mailed from, the circula- ville, Florida, who is chairman
of the Finance committee, pretion managers office the follow- sented the group with the $3,000
ing day.
budget.

Notice To Subscribers

Be There
Nominations for class officers will be made Thursday night at a meeting of the
Sophomore Class to be held
at 6:45 P. M. in the College
Chapel.
Elections will be by secret ballot on Tuesday, December 17. Ballots wilj
be
secured at the guard room
and voting will take place
from 9:00 A. M. to 7:30 P. M.
J. Gilbert Hardee, Agricultural Economics Junior of
Loris, recently elected President of the Junior Class, who
will supervise the elections,
stated: "Because of a waning
interest in previous class elections, it seems imperative to
stress upon the sophomore
class the importance of having a larger than usual attendance at the nomination
meeting and also a
larger
number of voters."

Tunnel Bought
By Clemson For
Curing Cheese
By FRED K. NORRIS
A tunnel running a half-mile
into Stumphouse Mountain, 4
miles above Walhalla, has been
purchased by Clemson College for
curing blue mold cheese. The tunnel is 150-200 feet below the top
of the mountain and remains
the constant temperature of 70
degrees the year around.
The tunnel was the property
of the Blue Ridge Railroad. It
was cut before the Civil War
with the idea of running a railroad from Walhalla to Knoxville,
Tenn.
Work was discontinued
after the war started and the tunnel was never completed.
Blue mold cheese was produced
on a limited scale before the
war. It is similar to Requefort
cheese made in France. A government ban upon the making of
cured cheese during the wartime
put a temporary end to the Clemson program.
Dr. J. P. La Master, head of
the Dairy Department, announced
that the expert who handled the
intricate cheese investigation and
produced the blue mold cheese
had gone into another field, and
that pending the engagement of
a substitute, the program cannot
be resumed.

Fourteen Named
On Junior Taps
Staff-Wiggins
—^—
Editor "Hamp" Wiggins has announced the names of fourteen
men who have been chosen for
the '46-'47 Junior Taps Staff.
These men are H. U. Earle, Walhalla; R. E. Imershien, Woodmere,
N. Y.; J. A. Smith, Mullins; C.
B. Prince, Fair Forest; D. S. May,
Calhoun Falls; C. M. Norton, Estill; P. S. Shealey, Batesburg; W.
H. Thomas, Greenville; O. L. Wallace, Dillon; G. T. McLeod,
Greenville; D. D. Pate, Camden;
J. R. Sheppard, Washington, D. C;
R. A. Gettys, Rock Hill; and R. P.
Finney, Spartanburg.
This staff was chosen from the
junior and sophomores who have
been working on the Taps. Their
function is to assist the Senior
Staff in the production of this
year's yearbook.
The procedure in the past has
been for the men who gain experience on the Junior Staff to assume the leadership in the publication of the following year's
Taps.
^ » ^g ■ S»

r. Y touncu
Elects Officers
At an election on Monday, November 25, the Senior "Y" Council officers were elected for the
current school year.
They are Julian B. Friday,
Chemistry major of Charleston,
president; Fred W. DeVore, Mechanical Engineering major of Ninety-Six, vice-president; and John
M. Ervin, Pre-Medicine major of
Darlington, secretary-treasurer.
At the next meeting, scheduled December 18, Dr. W. E. A.
Hussman, Associate Professor of
Agricultural Economics, ; a n d
native of Germany, will speak on
"The Nazi Rise to Power."
luspisaJd-^IA 0} gutpjoDDv
DeVore, no further plans for future meetings have been made.
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Hardee Elected Junior Class Head
Corker, Patrick And
Norris Selected For
Other Top
Positions
—<,—

Clemson Honors War Dead With Memorial Service
hysics Building
Basement To Be
Used By Laundry
Beginning this week, the distribution of finished laundry will
be handled from the basement of
the Physics Building where new
and larger bins are being constructed for that purpose. The
2000 bundles of finished work
which are now stored on vital
floor space at the college laundry
will be trucked to the new quarters as soon as the facilities for
the new point o f distribution
have been completed.
According to Frank Dillard,
manager of the laundry, production has now reached a new peak;
and when the new setup is completed, four to five day service
will be possible.
The increased area of the new
location will facilitate the picking
up of bundles by the students.
The vacated area of the laundry
proper will be utilized to lessen
the con jested condition under
which the laundry has been operating. Also, this space makes it
possible to house more equipment
if the need arises.
"The dry cleaning and special
work will continue to be disbursed from the same place. This
change will affect the bundle
laundry only," said Mr. Dillard.

Information Released
For Married Veterans
A veteran who acquires a dependent after filing V. A. form
1950 will have claim for subsistence adjusted the date the V. A.
receives notice from the veteran
that he is married, or a parent or
child has become dependent upon
him for support.
Some veterans
have
recently been under the impression
that the date of marriage is the
effective date for increasing the
amount of the subsistence allowance. This, however, is not true.
V. A. regulation make it impossible for them to adjust the subsistence award upward until they
have received notice of the veterans marriage or dependency.
In case of marriage, proof ordinarily required by the V. A. is
a certificate of marriage and an
affidavit signed by both the veteran and his wife.

Impressive Ceremony
With Rev. Arrington
As TheH Guest
Speaker
■«■
Clemson College paid tribute to
her 371 fallen sons and comradss
with a memorial service in their
honor Friday, December 6th, at
12:30 p. m. in the college fieldhouse. Pastors or the Clemson
churches have served well in preparing this, the fifth in a series
of World War II memorial services.
>
The thirty-minute service opened with a rendition of the National Anthem, followed by the
Hymn, "Faith of Our Fathers." An
expression of the occasion was
given by President Poole. The
Twenty-Third Psalm was chosen

REV. C. 4. ARRINGTON
as the Scripture reading. Next
came a very impressive prayer,
followed by an address by Rev.
Charles A. Arrington, an Electrical Engineering graduate of Clemson in the Class of 1983, and a
graduate of the Baptist Seminary,
Louisville, Kentucky. Rev. Arrington has served with our Armed
Forces as Chaplain of the 504th
Parachute Infantry, seeing action
in the ETO. He is now pastor of
the Due West Baptist church.
The Roll of Honor came next
and was composed of the names
of twenty-eight men killed since
the last Memorial Service. These
names were marked on the program by an asterisk.
At the close of the Roll of Honor another Hymn, "Onward Christian Soldiers," was sung and a
Prayer was offered. The benediction was pronounced and Echo
Taps marked the close of another
very impressive and heartfelt
memorial service.

In its first semester of operation the Department of Music, un_
de\r the direction of Professor
Hugh McGarity. has launched an
extensive program that is planned to give Clemson
a wellrounded calender o f musical
events. "The program," says Professor McGarity, "is designed to
give maximum benefit to the
students participating in the formal musical activities of
the
school. Many different phases of
music are being developed in order to give a larger number of
students an opoprtunity to participate in the program, and to
furthur the enjoyment of those
who 'can't play anthing, but listen'."
Two Steinway grand pianos
were recently purchased for the
Department by the College; one
concert grand for the use of visiting artists in the Concert Series,
and a smaller one for music programs in the College Chapel. Also about $5000.00 is to be spent
for additional band instruments,
such as a basson, bass and altoclarinets, percussion instruments
and numerous other items essential for a well-rounded concert
band.
For those students who have
instrumental talents, a Concert
Band of about fifty pieces has
been organiized. It will specialize in playng Classics and the
Semmi-classics, with a few popular pieces. Concerts will be giv-

Anderson Girls Come
To Clemson Dance
Another in the series of dances
which have been sponsored by
"Tillie" Hay wood was given in
the club rooms of the local YMCA
on December 7.
For/ this dance, as has been the
practice in the past, girls from
Anderson College were brought
over by "Tillie," and these along
with Clemson High School girls
'made up a group of more than
fifty.
These dances, whicn have been
attended by many students, have
had a large measure of success in
providing entertainment for the
■week-end and Tillie promises
more in the future.

Editor Of Greenville
Paper Talks To Staff
——♦—

Associated Charities
Hardee Named Head Exceed $1,000 Goal
More than $1,200.00 has been
Of Horry County Club raised
by Clemson's Associated
—■»—

Gilbert
Hardee, Agriculture
Economics junior of Loris, was
recently named president of the
Horry
County-Clemson
Club.
Other officers elected were James
H. Arnette, Agricultural
Engineering junior of Cbnway, vicepresident; J. H .King, Pre-Medicine sophomore of
Loris, secretary and treasurer; and James
C. Shelley, Pre-Medicine junior
of Nichols, publicity agent.
Plans have been completed fora banquet and dance at HoteJ
Grace in Conway on December
27.

Musical Events Planned; Concert
Band Instruments To Be Purchased

Charities, Prof. B. H. Stribling,
Chairman of the
Community
Chest Solicitors, announced last
week. The original goal
was
$1,000.00.
The Associated Charities is
not a part of the National Red
Feather organization, but it is
composed of all the community
benevolent groups. Prof. M. E.
Bradley is chairman of the group.
The Executive Committee disposes of the funds to all needy
persons. Also the group assists
Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, and other organizations
interested in
civic life at Clemson.

Mr. Judson Chapman, Editor of
the "Greenville Piedmont", led
a discussion on reader interest in
English 30, a class composed of
The Tiger and Taps Staffs, which
met together with Professor John
Lane on December 2.
"By looking at The Tiger," Mr.
Chapman remarked in opening,
"... you'd never guess that
Clemson has no school of journalism".
Stressing the value of reader
polls, Mr. Chapman claimed that
through this medium the present i
day journalist can accurately estimate the percentage of subscribers who will read each type of
article in his newspaper. "The
Piedmont" Editor then applyed
the results of these nation-wide
polls by stating the percentage
of freaders that each article of
The Tiger-would attract.
.*&£

Music Treat Of Year

Fritz Kreisler, Master Violinist, Here Tonight
Clemson students will be treated to one of the highlights of the
year tonight when they are privileged to hear Fritz Kreisler,
master violinist, in the Field
House.
The program commences at 8:0*
o'clock and is the third program
of a series of five presented ]
the Clemson Concert Committ
with G. E. Metz as chairman.
Mr. Kreisler will favor the
dience with a three part progx.
using "Concerto in D Minor
Johann S. Bach as an opei

number. Following this, he will
play Concerto in B Minor," by
Camille Saint-Saens, a noted composer.
Immediately following intermission,—Mr Kreisler will play the

poser. When he first played his
own compositions, he referred to
them as "little-known worts of
great composers, as transcribed by
Kreisler." In 1935, he aroused a
storm of r-nTitrnvprsv whpri hp cnn-

'

"

violinist with all of the feeling
and expression that he would wish
later men to show to his own
work.
Mr. Kreisler, still in "a class

K,r l,;moolf" anrl well nn towards

en here and it l& very likely
that this group will make trips
to other schocjls and towns.
For the students who have vocal talents,- ttie Glee Club has
been reorganized, after a lapse
of several years'. It has about
seventy-five voices, of both R.
O. T. C. and Veteran students of
all classes* Several concert tours
have been planned, in this and
in other states.
For those who just like to listen, Professor McGarity is presenting a series of informal piano
programs every Friday evening
at 7:15 in the "Y" Club room. He
is assisted by Mrs. McGarty, who
joins him in duo-piano selections.
Everyone is invited to
attend
these programs. Requests will be
played.

Enrollment Will
Jump; Pre-Fabs
Help Situation
—♦—

Enrollment will increase next
February by about 350 students.
Completion of temporary barracks and the prefabricated homes
for married veterans will help
solve this potential housing problem.
The completion of the new
temporary barracks, located in
front of the Field House, has been
delayed by the inaccessibility of
necessary materials. These quarters will be needed to absorb the
increasing student body, and if the
buildings cannot be occupied by
the beginning of next semester,
it may be necessary to once
again use the space of the Little
Gym for living quarters.
The congested sleeping accommodations experienced at the beginning of the semester have
been relieved by the availability
of Pre-Fab houses for the married
veterans and by the number of
students who have dropped out
of school. Of the 348 pre-fabs
alloted to Clemson by the Federal Public Housing Administration,
265 are now completed and occupied.
No tentative date as to the
completion of the remaining 83
houses due to be constructed on
the campus could be given by
the Clemson Housing Project due
to the uncertainty of transportation facilities and other difficulties being encountered by the
contractors.

J. Gilbert Hardee, Agricultural
Economics major of Loris, defeated G. F. Lewis, Architecture
major, to succeed Ralph S. Collins, Electrical Engineering Senior of Ninety Six, as President
of the Junior Class, in an election held on November 26, V.
Wellborne Cook, President of the
Senior Class and Election Supervisor announced.
Other returns were: Robert P.
Corker, Mechanical Engineering
major of Springfield, over J. R.
Shepard, Architecture major, for
Vice-President Walter M. Patrick, Civil Engineering major of
Smoaks, topping Alfred B. Robinson, Arts and Science major for
Secretary & Treasure; and Fred
K. Norris, Agricultural Engineering major of Eutawville, over R.
M. Monts, Mechanical Engineering major, for Class Historian.
Upon hearing the results of
the election, Hardee, victorious
candidate, expressed disappointment in fact that only approximately 10% of the Junior Class
had gone to the polls, but stated,
"I shall be glad to serve in this
capacity, and will certainly try
to uphold the responsibility which
has been placed upon me. As to
future class policy, I think that
we should have more class-sponsored activities which would promote school spirit as well as more
definite class interest."
m i »' m

Three Tigers On
Honorable List
For Conference
—*—

Everything is over in football
except the shouting, and a few
bowl games to be played on New
Year's Day.
About this time
every year,; the sportwriters all
over the country cast their, ballots
for the
outstanding
gridiron
players of the year.
Several days ago, one of the
nations leading syndicates, the
Associated Press, released
the
selections made by leading columnists of the southeast for the
Southern Conference mythical
eleven. Charlie "Choo Choo"
Justice, the Carolina Special, of
the University of North Carolina
led the voting, with "Nick" Sacrinty of Wake Forest close on his
heels. The only member of the
first string "dream team" from
a South Carolina school
was
"Meatball" Meeks of the University of South Carolina, who was
first choice for the pivot position.
The honorable mention list included three Clemson
Tigers,
namely, end "Chip" Clark, guard
Frank Gillespie, and center Ralph
Jenkins.
m i g, ■ m

Glee Club Plans
To Wear Grays
<z>

At a meeting of the Clemson
Glee Club last Monday night, the
'Officers of the Club, by suggestion of the faculty,
proposed
adoption of the distinctive prewar uniform of the Corps of Cadets, Clemson A & M College,
for wear while appearing away
from the school on tour.
"In order to assure a uniform
appearance and to lend a note
of familiarity for the old friends
of the school, we hope to be
able to borrow or buy enough
gray uniforms from the men now
in school to completely! outfit
every man in the Glee Club,"
said Bill Crapps, President of the
organization.
Crapps continued, "The Glee
* i » i »
Club will post a notice outside
the guard room. If any of the
men at the school desire to loan,
rent, or sell their old uniforms
to the Glee' Club for trips, they
can put room numbers on the
poster. A representative of the
A board of Fire Chiefs and In- Glee Club will call at their rooms
spectors from Columbia, Ander- and talk it over with them."
son, and Greenville came to Clemson at* the request of the college
officials to study and observe the
facilities of the plant and firefighting equipment.
Visiting officers were Fire
Chief Marsh, Columbia Fire Department; Chief Jack Bone, Anderson Fire Department; Chief
Donnald and Assistant Chief
"I don't have to make this
Poole, Greenville Fire Depart- course rough on you boys, you
ment; J .M. Cathcart, alderman still have to go through Fernow's
of Anderson, and John Cozart, Separation Center."
special agent of the South Caro—Prof. Harley
* » *
lina Sinking Fund Commission,
"Dear, dear".
of Columbia.
—Prof. Carpenter
According to Hamilton Hill of
* * »
the Business Managers office,
these men gave the Clemson of"You boys should get married
ficials a great deal of information now so you can settle down and
and advice based on past experi- then, later get your divorce to
ence in fire fighting and observa- settle up".
—Dr. White
tion.
« * *
m ■ — ' I*
"A two-bit word is nothing but
"Pop" Sherman Recuperating
Professor Fcanklin Sherman, two ten cent words with a five
Head of the Entomology and Zo- cent bonus".
—Prof. Powers
ology Department, after under* * *
going a serious hernia operation
"... and the final question:
at the Greenville General Hospital on November 3, "is doing How old is the farmer's daughwell," according to the latest re- ter?"
—Dr. Housman
ports from Mrs. Sherman.
*
* 9
Mr. Sherman, who is expected
"You have to be intelligent, and
to return to Clemson in several
weeks, plans to resume his class- keep your eyes on the ball."
—Dr. Greene
room lectures as soon as possible.

Visiting Fire Chiefs
Inspect The College

By Their
Wo r ds
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DR. POOLE
SAYS
THAT..
What Progress

Today's Case
During the recent Thanksgiving
Holiday (spelled without the "s",
if you please) many of the fellows
tried to make it home for the
first celebration with the home
folks in several years. In my case,
and I am not alone in this,-I had
to use every mode of travel known
to man in order to reach home in
time to wash my hand (while
saying "hello"), eat a hurried
turkey dinner (while trying to explain the recent "blue slip") and
say goodbye (while being questioned by Pop as to the reason for
his receiving the bill for the
sixty - five ninety - five — that I
couldn't explain-).

Associate News Editor
I. S. Slobodien _
Associate Feature Editor
Alfred Robinson
Sports Writer
Robert Bradley _
Your Case
.... Business Manager
John Thomas
Excitement ran high in the barAdvertising Manager
Robert Burns
. Circulation Manager racks Tuesday night prior to
Bill Strasser _
Thanksgiving as the inmates and
Staff Photographer roaches (R. O. cadets to you)
Leon Tigler
Cartoonist
R. W. Nicholson
talked of their desperate plans to
cram four days' fun into the
Andrew P. Calhoun, E. E. Morris, Bill Moore, R. O. Watson, P. C.
Cothran, Bob Rayle, Jim Moore, F. K. Norris, Dan Pate, A. C. thirty-six h o u T leave period.
(Granted we could have "cut" and
Delorme, T. H. Peake, Howell Arthur.
Reporters had more time, but did you ever
try to finish a four-year college 0*vv%«^\^vvvvv,v^vvv^vjvyH^v%rtr^^^.^^lv\^n^vv\rtftrt^^vsA3
course in eight semesters?) Some
Frank Seddon, Ken Koehler,
Circulation Assistants were going to fly, some would
Frank Gorman
"bum," : some would go with
Assistant Advertising Mgr.
B. G. Woodham, Jr
Assistant Photographer friends, some had automobiles,
A. L. Levite
and a couple were going to try to
„. Faculty Adviser make Columbia on motor-bikes!
John D. Lane _
Circulation Adviser Yes sir, that day meant a lot to
Ben E. Goodale
Cooperation News Bureau us and to our folks . . .
Joe Sherman

This is the time for all students, especially Freshmen, to
take stock of their accomplishments in college.
A large percentage of students
in all classes received a satisfactory reports at the mid-term
period. It is gratifying to parents, faculty, and students alike
when progress is satisfactory. The
Administration is cognizant
of
the merits of satisfactory progress because the general attitude of students who pass their
courses is wholesome and constructive.
On the other hand
many of those who fail
their
courses are unduly
critical of
the situation here and this
does harm as it goes home
to parents, causes worry and misunderstanding,, and is deterimental to the general welfare of the
college.

Shirking Your Duty
A vast majority of our. students have come to realize that
the Administration, the Faculty,
the Churches, the YMCA, and
Student Organizations are striving to foster student
welfare.
The students come
first
in
their thinking and acting. Sometimes these organizations
are
able to change undesirable attitudes but why should any young
man witti an opportunity
to
obtain an education ever shirk
his duty or his obligations?
If /satisfactory progress is now
being made it should be maintained. However, some few who
W 5
By H. G. REYNOLDS
Oscar Says
have good grades wild become
that the cop chase in Andercomplacent and fail at the end
of the semester. Others who have son got too hot for Hipp and he
deficiencies now will get busy left his buddy holding the bag.
COMMON CENTS WITH DOLLARS
and end the semester in good
that Bud Carnell shows signs
standing.
of the old Clemson way of letting
Perhaps our question of the year, collegiately speaking, is:
your buddies off easy.
Check Yourself

TALK

of thle

TOWN

My Case

Dissension In The Ranksit is highly apparent that there is a lack of coordination
between publicity men for student organizations, their respective organization presidents, and The Tiger.
We refer to our most recent issue of The Tiger in which we
made the announcement that voting for Taps beauty queen
would take place on November 27. The voting date was changed
to December 4. The reasons for this postponement could well
have been made before The Tiger went to press.
In the October 21 issue of the college newspaper, the
tentative dates of December 13-14 were set by the C. D. A.
for Military Ball. No mention was made as to any proposed
change and the News Editor reserved a section of the front
page of a recent issue for disseminating the information to our
readers. Only at the last minute did the C. D. A. reach the conclusion that a basketball game was scheduled on these same
dates—a fact which, if investigated, could have been discovered weeks before.
Also in the October 21 issue was the' announcement that
Louise Shelton and her All Girl Orchestra was to play for
Autumn Ball—a fact that proved rather embarrassing for both
C. D. A. and The Tiger. Thorough investigation would have revealed that Miss Shelton's "band" was a concert orchestra. "We
should not criticize the C. D. A. too severely on this point as it
was an unfortunate occurence, and apologies have been made
by C. D. A. members.
In these, and many other instances, the changes and indecision is not deliberate on the part of student organization
leaders. The Tiger attempts to present official news, however,
without careful deliberation for accuracy on the part of those
student leaders who aid us in getting worthwhile information
to our readers, we cannot completely accomplish our task.

Majority Should RuleThe Tiger has proposed that some action be taken immediately to avoid any possible danger to human life at the
highway crossing adjacent to the business area.
As yet, no apparent action has been made.
As was pointed out in past editorials, it is of vital importance that the danger zone be made known to tourists and
truckers in the form of caution lights, stop lights or prominent
highway markers.
Also, it has been pointed out that the triangular lot in
front of the College Cafe is of no asset to the appearance of
the College campus. The proper grading and beautification of
this particular area, which is privately owned, would tend to
alleviate to a degree some of the traffic hazards as they now
exist.
The most logical soluition to the problem is to build a
highway around the college. As this involves time, some temporary measures must be taken.
The Tiger is the official voice of the Clemson student. In
a few instances in the past it may have spoken for the minority.
In this instance, The Tiger speaks for the majority.

Who's To Blame?
Ip. the recent senior and junior class elections, blame for
the distressingly poor turn out of qualified voters should not
be aimed solely at the disinterest of the students.
Only 71 out of 376 seniors, approximately 20 per cent of the
class, took enough time to vote for class officers.
In the more recent junior class elections, 50 ballots were
cast, a mere 10 per cent of the students with junior standings.
To the casual observer, the cause of these small numbers
would seem nothing but lack of interest on the part of the
students, but responsibility does not stop there.
Both these elections were not too well publicized, and in
the case of the junior class elections nothing was run in The
Tiger prior to the time of balloting.
We realize that The Tiger is only a bi-weekly, but much
can be gained by closer cooperation with the student newspaper.
It is also true that our reportorial staff should gather all announcements of an important nature, however, any good publicity man for an organization would be sure that his bulletins
get published.
With the elections of sophomore and freshmen class officers coming soon, it is hoped that these faults in publicity
will be eliminated, and that there will be a near perfect turn
out of the student voters.

Just to show you how many
modes of travel can be used in
making one of these trips, I'll relate the adventures of my journey
back. I drove from Thomasville
(the growing metropolis of North
Carolina) to Winston-Salem where
I was to get a plane to Greenville. While waiting on the plane,
which incidentally was thirty
minutes late, one of the airport
personnel entertained with a discussion of landing, takeoff, and
crash procedures. Continuing with
the orientation, he played several
recordings of landing and takeoff
radio conversations and closed
with a review of several famous
crashes! Upon the completion of
this "tete a tete" in the Control
Tower, we went down to the
Weather Bureau where one of the
men slowly turned to the attendant and after much earnest deliberation said, "Clear and warmer, isn't it?"
The plane finally arrived and
I got on board much to my disappointment to find that there
was no hostess. But all was forgiven when I saw that there were
seats. This was definitely going to
be better than riding on top of
the baggage as in a C-47; The
trip was pretty snappy for we
landed in Greenville one hour and
ten minutes after leaving Winston-Salem, with a single stop in
Charlotte.
It certainly beats
riding the ole thumb!
At the airport in Greenville I
got a cab in hopes of making the
six o'clock bus to Clemson. We
had five minutes to get to the
station from the airport and believe it or not but at the end of
the five minutes I had been
sweating out the ticket line^at the
bus station for two minutes!
(That even beats flying!)
There was the usual thirtyminute packing, shuffling, unpacking, reshuifling, repacking
period conducted by a qualified
driver. (It seems that all bus
drivers have to go to sardine canning school before they can qualify as drivers.) This accomplished,
we roared merrily along until
we reached Easley. Just inside
the city limits the engine began
to burn brightly. The driver extinguished this with the help of
the prayerful cadets who were
trying desperatly to make Thursday night "long roll." The fire
extinguished, we made our way
slowly over to the other side of
town. Here the bus stopped again.
Remarks of interrogation and reprimand came from all sections of
the bus.
"There is something wrong
with my front right wheel,' the
driver retaliated.
He stepped out of the bus, jacked up the front end of the bus,
and "flop"—without any assistance the front wheel fell to the
ground. A deathly silence ensued.
One cadet summed up the entiments of all when he muttered,
"If only Col. Thackston were
here; he'll never believe all of
this in the morning."
The driver disappeared into the
night, leaving behind this remark,
"I'll get you there by eight thirty
if I have to build a bus."
One desperate freshman hailed
a farmer passing by and asked if
he might ride on his wagon. The
farmer replied affirmatively, so
that was the last we saw of either
the cadet, farmer, or horse. (Yesterday at lunch I strangely began
to wonder about the fate of the
latter.)
At the end of a forty-minute
wait the driver rattled up in one
of the traditional school buses.
From the sound I believe he. made
his statement good. The few remaining students piled in, happy
to be on their way again. In a
short time we "roared" onto the
campus. The cadets made "long
roll" with three minutes to spare.
(Luckily the college clock runs
slow.)
When I told some of the fellows about my adventure, one
said, "Ain't this modern transportation great; one hour to go
two hundred miles then another
three hours to go thirty . . . ."
CLASS REUNIONS
A committee is planning
a class reunion in the latter
part of May here at Clemson
College, for the
following
classes: 1902, '07, '12, '17, '22,
'27, '32, '37, and '42.
According to Jake Woodard,
arrangements are being made
to get in contact with these
class members.

that he (Oscar) wonders why son who has been able to beat
"Yankee Doodle" Peirce doesn't "Shorty" Henry in a business
charm the downtown waitresses deal.
Oscar Says
as he did before the war.
Oscar Esays
that "Ho'ly Joe" Watson's efthat he (Oscar) would like to forts to bring his old lady, Wellknow more about the feud be- born Cook up as a good little,
tween "Horse" Lytle and "Nubb" boy are of no avail as he doesn't
follow him to Atlanta every weekThomas.
Oscar Says
end.
Oscar Saysit seems that the husbands have
that henpecked men are a
signed a peace treaty with Steve
Ivey.
dime a dozen. It seems that Bob
Oscar Says
—
McKinnon's Limestone lassie
that he (Oscar) wonderg if calls him every weekend to make
"P Lo" Ervin has lost his tech- sure that he is not elsewhere.
Oscar Say*
nique. Word floats in that a certhat from the looks of the pictain Anderson damsel took in the
Furman dance escorted by a ture in The Tiger last week Jack
Shepherd is wasting his talents
hornet.
in a hick town like Clemson.
Oscar Says
Oscar Says
that Clemson's military set-up
that the coal strike has no efis retrogressing from the childish
fect upon Joe Jolly. The heat
stage to the infantile stage.
generated by his present affair
-Oscar says
enough.
stinkweeds to Jack Reese for is more than Oscar
Says
turning in the boys for shooting
that a certain dancing adjutthe fireworks. Jack, you must
make allowance for children to ant, namely "Ozzie'' Wallace
pull childish pranks, referring to should be more careful of what
does in the daytime in the
of course Rudy Anderson, Harry he
way of heat generation. 'Tis
Rhame and the like.
better to transact such at night
Oscar Says
that "Puppy" Rhyne certainly my friend. Oscar Says
has the yard engine on the right
that from a reliable source, he
track.
(Oscar) hears tha^Bill Littlejonn
Oscar Says
that he wonders who this bi- has joined the "shotguns are unfair to organized lover's" club.
ribboned character Waddell is?

{

What will the South Carolina, Legislature do for the educational institutions of this state?
Our Governor-elect has already expressed himself by stating that he favors releasing the state surplus funds to South
Carolina schools. We wonder if the Legislators will favor such
a move ?
,
There can be no doubt that state colleges are due for improvement. In the adjoining states, the college plants are in
much better condition than those of this state, and school appropriations in other states have always exceeded those of
South Carolina.
OUR NEEDS
The needs of this school are so
great, that it would be impossible
for us to realize them in the immediate future, but we hope that
justice will be done by the convening legislature.
Just a few of our present needs
are a chemistry building, a civil
engineering building, a new administration plant, a new structure for the architectural department, new barracks, and a new
auditorium—capable of seating
the entire student body.
In addition to the buildings
which are so sorely needed—something should be done to provide
Clemson with modern equipment
for the various class-rooms.
HIGHWAY NOTES
Also, the road and highway systems hereabouts have been sadly
neglected, and we feel that the
State Administration should take
Clemson road improvement into
consideration.
We believe that anything which
concerns this school should come
under the heading of state, business
SAME OLD SONG
When considering the possibilities of material improvement of
this college, we believe that a new
fight song and a revised Alma
Mater would prove to be a great
asset. Certainly everyone considers it "grave business" to suggest that a school Alma Mater be

revised. However, everyone should
also consider that a school theme
song is a most prized possession,
and school pride normally dictates
that originality be foremost.
BORROWED
There are, no doubt, several
thousand schools throughout the
country which have elected to use
the same melody which is currently in use here. Far worse, we are
one of that group which has "borrowed" our present music from
another school. Why not an original school song for Clemson?
A GOOD START
We understand that a local
campus organization will soon
make efforts to secure for Clemson the type of Alma Mater and
fight song of which we are
worthy. There can be no doubt as
to the advantages of such a project. We feel certain that there
is sufficient musical talent in and
around this school to insure excellence and individuality in musical arrangements of our own.
Present plans are to conduct a
contest for words and music. This
contest will be limited to students,
alumni, faculty, and campus residents who have shown great interest in the school. The final decision will, of course, be left up
to the students and alumni, who
will vote acceptance or rejection
on both Alma Mater and fight
song.

/^

Betwe
Us Tigers
BY JOHNNY ERVIN

The bumming line at Clemson has, over a period of years,
become incorporated into an almost unassailable institution.
Clemson men have always obeyed the rufies of the game, have always gone to the end of the line, however long it may have been.
For the information of those who may not be aware, of this tradition, the line begins at the library. Too many men are seen "beating in" downtown. Exhibit a bit of sportsmanship by not following
their example. The rush of the coming holidays will truly serve as an
acid test, so let us try to meet it squarely.
The attitude of both veteran and ROTC students in regard to
college property is in no way what it should be. A visitor checking
the records of the college expenses would think that we students are
equipped with axes, at all times ready, willing, and able to destroy
anything that luckily remains around our institution.
To enumerate—Let us all examine the various transoms in any
of our barracks. A large number of them either haVe been broken
out completely, or have been painted or boarded up. This is
bad, very bad, as the transoms have excellent reason for their
installation iri barracks. To destroy them is detrimental to one's
health.
Also, check the windows. The college personnel and carpenters
are kept busy repairing the screens or the panes, that one of us
have thoughtlessly damaged. Could not we take this matter into our
own hands, and have this valuable personnel work on things that are
for the improvement of Clemson, rather than the repair of unnecessary destruction by ourselves?
I am confident that most of us don't write upon the walls in our
own homes, yet we persist in doing so here in our "temporary home."
By now we are all fully aware that "Kilroy has come and gone," so
that no longer offers an excuse for publishing it in writing across all
of the campus. Another main objection is the use of profane language
in these memorable comments. Everything is against it, but if you
consider it your duty to inform the world of your poetic bent, try
to do so in a.clean and wholesome manner.
It is encouraging to hear that there is a distinct possibility
and even a probability that Clemson will return to the grey uniform next fall. It would be difficult for a disinterested person to
realize the constructive value of this expected change. Such a person could not imagine what an uplift in morale, school pride, and
espirit de corps that it will bring. I am sure that every cadet,
or prospective cadet welcomes this bit of information.
There are still problems to be met, a large part of them by the
students at home. It is estimated that there will be a considerable increase in the price over that of the old uniform. The question as to
whether this increase will be thought exorbitant is one which confronts both the administration, alumni, and students. If we, as
students, tlr'nk the increase justifiable, let's state our case to the
folks at home.

Oscar Kays

that Dan Pate's "Boost Pate"
campaign doesn't seem to have
gotten very far since he has been
back. But after all, it is impossible to make something out of
nothing.
Oscar Says

that Harry Mays may look and
that speaking of letting your act like a "Holy Joe" around
buddies off easy, "Father" Ev- Clemson but if that Plymouth of
ans must not know what it means his could only talk.
Oscar Says
or either he doesn't have any
buddies.
that the only difference beOscar Says
tween Ervin, Lytle, Covington,
that Herb Engel is the only Lowman, and Lowder is the
man that has ever been at Clem- number of diamonds.
Oscar' Says-

Am I
spending
week-ends
away from the college when the
time should be utilized in reading
assignments and preparing note
books, and working out problems?
Am I procrastinating and wasting my lessons daily even if it
means I must sacrifice by doing
things I would like to do? All
students should ask themselves
these questions. They should think
seriously and act diligently because the scholastic rules and
regulations are firm and will be
applied impartially to all.
Lastly, if you do not apply
yourself and as a consequence
fail do not drag down the good
name of Clemson with untruthful
statements tiy saying that you
failed because there was
not
sufffcient time to study.
R. F. Poole, President

WHAT UNSIGHTLY CONDITION AT CLEMSON DO YOU
THINK MOST NEEDS IMPROVEMENT?

COLLEGE
CALENDAR
:;llulHP:
December 9
8 p. m. Concert by Fritz Kreisler, Field House. Single admission
tickets to bleacher seats will be
sold at the door for $2.
December 10
7 p. m. Meeting of Forum
Club, Physics Building.
8 p. m. Meeting of veterans'
wives and other interested people
Browsing Room. Round table
discussion led by campus ministers.
8 p. m. Meeting of Tiger
Brotherhood, Tiger Room.
8:30 p. m. Meeting of Mu Beta
Psi in Club Room.
December 11
6:45 p. m. Church Night for
Campus Churches.
8 p. m. Basketball game, Erskin at Clemson, Field House.
December 13
7:15 p. m. Informal Music Appreciation talk by Mr. H. H. McGarity, Club Rooms of the YMCA, public invited.
December 14
8 p. m. Basketball game, Wofford at Clemson, Field House.
8 p. m. Party for Extenesion
Staff, YMCA.
December 15
2:20 and 6:10 p. m. Musical
program by group from Greenville.
6:30 p. m. White Christmas,
Methodist Church.
7:30 p. m. Christmas Pageant,
Presbyterian Church.
7:30 p. ,m. Candlelight Service,
Baptist Church.
December 16
8:30 p. m. Meeting of Blue
Key in Club Room.
December 17
8 p. m. Meeting of veterans'
wives and other interested people, Browsing Room.
Talks on "Stories and Toys for
Children."
December 18
6:45 p. m. Church Night for
Campus Churches.
8 p. m. Program of Christmas
Music by the Music Department,
featuring the Clemson Conrert
Band and the Clemson Glee Club,
College Auditorium, public invited.
Derember 20
7:15 p. m. Informal Music Appreciation talk by Mr. H. H. McGarity, Club Rooms YMCA.
9 p. m. Dance by Terpsichorean Club.
December 21
, 1 p. m. Christmas holidays begin at 1 p. m. and end at 10
p. m. on January 5.
WHY DOESN'T CLEMSON
—have a bigger and more cooperative veterans organization?
—try to regain the fellowship
of each of the other students?
—engage in more social activities with other South Carolna
Schools?
—promote a higher competetive
spirit among the various scholars?

By HOWELL ARTHUR
Fa-ucett, J. W., 1, Union:
The
area around the Tiger's Den
should be cleaned up. I think
also that the alley back of the
College Cafe is unsightly.
* * »
Farris, W. E., 1, Rock Hill: Paper
in front of the canteen and First
Barracks greatly offends all who
are truly interested in having a
beautiful campus. Boys should be
more careful to drop wrappers
in can provided for that purpose.

* * *

Ackerman,, R. JE., 1, Monck's
Corner: Bottles and refuse littering the ground around the Tiger's
Den should be removed. Students
should be as tidy down town as
they are expected to be in the
vicinity of the college buildings.
*

T-

*

Clinkscales, H. S., 1, Starr: The
bank leading up to the side of
Long Hall and the front- of the
Dairy Building is bare and muddy. The area should be replanted
with grass and students should
not be allowed to walk through
it.
» * *
Hughes, J. L., 1, Donalds: Improvement should be made in the
appearance of the building between Martin's Drug Store and
the Bank.
* * *
Ix, F. W., 2, Charlottesville, Va.:
The general run-down condition
of the three oldest barracks and
Tillman Hal should be remedied.
Long, T. J., 2, McCall: The college
chapel is in dire heed of remodeling.
* » *
Myersi, R. M., 2, Savannah, Ga.:
The stretch between Hoke Sloan's
and Martin's Drug Store should
be lighted at night.
• * *
Edens, J. W., 4, Sumter: I think
the congested condition around
the Post Office should be remedi-

Letters'to

Tom
Clemson
Dear Tom,
This letter is written to clarify
the misinformation that has been
passed around the campus about
the Tiger Platoon and to offer
the true story instead.
As was explained in an editorial in the last issue of The Tiger,
the Platoon was unable to follow
the Tiger team to New Orleans
because of reasons beyond its
control. Our thanks to the editor
for making this clear to the student body. We would like to add
further that the money which the
cadets and alumni so generously
donated was gratefully received
and will be used for making the
trip next year.
It is the opinion of some people
on the campus that the Platoon
deliberately used more time than

ed. Permanent
not be allowed.

parking

should

* * *

Corley, E. J., 4, Lexington: The
path to the Dairy Building and
Long Hall is most unsightly.
Sherard, W. H., 4, Ninety-Six:
Provide and enforce speed limit
through Clemson, and on the
campus.
Fields, L. J., 1, Lydia: The space
now occupied by the Tiger's Den
should be beautified, and a traffic light should be installed there.
Ware, G. D., 2, Iva: There should
be a paved walk in front of Newton's Shoe Shop and Bodiford's
Dry Cleaners.
$ * $
Taylor, H. D., 2, Greenville: I
think there should be a sidewalk
leading from Newton's Shoe Shop
to Martin's Drug Store.
IVOnick, D. L., 2, Prosperity: Much
improvement could be made on
Tillman Hall, especially its antique classrooms.
Brown, G. W., 2, Darlington:
Clemson should have a bigger and
better auditorium.
Carver, A. B., 2, Greenville: Signs
should be provided to keep students off grassy plots on campus.
Miller, O. N., 3, Wagner: We need
a new chapel.
* * *
Hamrick, W. L., 3, Gaffney: The
area between Fourth and Sixth
Barracks and Riggs Field should
be kept clear of paper and other
refuse.
* * »
Wells, J.. W., 2, Gaffney: All
parking lots, especially those behind Seventh and Eighth Barracks, should be hard-surfaced.
Zeigler, Jack, 2, Orangeburg:
Parking areas and Riggs Field
should be cleaned up.
was necessary at the half of the
ClemsonFurman game. However,
this is not true.
The business manager of the
Tiger Platoon had previously
checked and was told that we
would have the full 15 minute
routine. However, Friday there
were rumors that the Furman
band was to drill at halftime and
therefore we checked again on
Saturday morning and again we
were told we would have the {futy
time.
Just before game time the Platoon was notified that the Furman band wanted 5 minutes of
the half to put on a drill. When
we heard this, the proper officials were contacted and it was
agreed that the half would be extended 5 minutes. However, due
to some misunderstanding, the
half was not extended and the
Furman band did not have its
full time.
We are sorry that such a situation occurred but we feel that
the blame cannot be placed on
any one person or on either of the
two drill teams.
We hope that in the future, better arrangements will be made
for staging drills between the
halves of our home games.
Signed,
J. H. HELMS
"Tiger Platoon"
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The TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"

Women Help Students In Botany

McMillan Gives Boys Low-Down

Page

Radio Hams Tinker With Sets
'Nothing but the Best"

Clemson Cafeteria
IN THE

Home Cooked Meals Served
Three Times Daily

Females Invade Agriculture Dept
Assist In Afternoon Lab Classes

i Covington McMillan, Clemson backficld coach, is pictured
talking- with some of Clemson's backfield aces during- practice
before the Auburn game. Those in the bull session are, left
to right, Ariel Walker, John Moorer, "Dutch'' Lever-man,
Coach McMillan, Billy Poe, and "Hootchie" Morgan.

By BILL KENNERTY
Clemson students who formerly met their labs in dungarees and tattered coveralls now wear ties, properly tucked
shirts, apd neatly pressed trousers for two women, Mrs. Cecil
Frick and Miss Mary Anne Blackwell, are now assisting in
the afternoon classes in Long Hall.
During the two years since Mrs. Frick graduated from
Winthrop she has had a varied teaching career. First, she
taught in Shelby Senior High School, and also instructed Cadet Nurses in Shelby, North Carolina. Since September she has
been trying to show bacteria and other microscopic organisms to the students at Clemson.
Mrs. Frick says tliat teaching
students older than she presents
no problem, because there ars
no disciplinary problems as she
had with high school pupils.
Collecting photographs, china
-«.
dishes and antique articles are
G. C. Robinson, head of the
hobbies of the young instructress.
Included in her collection are .newly established Ceramic Engnumerous small and interesting ineering Department, recently
dishes, and as soon as her bud- presented a talk to Prof. Carpenget allows, Mrs. Frick says that ter's Geography class on "Cerashe is going to start a collection mics in South Carolina".
of coffee cups and saucers.
Mr. Robinson stated that the
The teacher-wife is unable to chief natural resources in this
help student-husband Cecil'Frick, state are its forests and its cerawith his homework, because he mic materials, and that, as soon
is taking Textile Manufacturing, as laboratory equipment is availand that was not included in the able, it will be possible for Clemwife's course at Winthrop, as her son students to major in the field
degree is in Biology.
of Ceramics.
While at Winthrop, she was a
member of the Chemistry and Biology Clubs. Her home is Cowpens.
\
Miss Mary Anne Blackwell, of
Seneca, assistant laboratory instructor in Botany, plans to be a
Miss Gertrude Lanham, Home
Laboratory Technician as soon as Management
Winthshe can find a vacancy in one of rop Extension Specialist,
Service, gave a
the nation's medical schools. At talk on "Selection
Of Furniture"
present she hopes to enter the to 40 veterans' wives
in the LibMedical College at Charleston rary
Browsing Room on Novemthis fall.
When asked about teaching as ber 25.
In connection with her talk,
a career, she gave such an emphatic "NO" that her racy green she gave out pamplets which covglasses slid from her face. Miss ered the salient points on inspectBlackwell likes to teach, boys ing furniture, and also a pamphmore than girls, but she would let prepared by the Winthrop Exnot elaborate on the subject other tension Service on the "Refinishthan, "It is much more interest- ing Old Furniture."
The home-lecture series, coing."
The hobby of Miss Blackwell sponsored by the College and the
is horseback riding and her horse Campus Churches, will continue
has been entered in numerous with scheduled talks by experts
who will try to make the life of
shows throughout the country.
Graduating from Furman in the newly-married a little easier
1945 with a B. S. in Biology, the here than it otherwise would be.
brunette teacher taught in Seneca
before she started working here.
She says that she likes this job
much better than high school
because now she can sleep all
morning as her labs meet only
from two until five every afternoon.
—■*—
Her chief
complaint about
J. G. Lindsay, acting mess officClemson was the fact that her er, played host to the students
Alma Mater was beaten last week at the armual Thanksgiving feed
by the "Tigers."*
on Tuesday night, November 26.
Turkey, isteamed rice, candied
yams, green peas, celery, rolls
coffee and ice cream were the
main constituents with assorted
fruits as a side attraction.
—♦—
Many of the students, who did
W. E. Winter, formerly the Uni- not have room for all the deiaversity of South Carolina Reprer cacies, filled their pockets with
sentative, has been transferred oranges and apples, and as a
to the Clemson Unit replacing A. consequence the tables were left
T. Pederson of the Veterans Ad- bare of food.
ministration.
Mr. Winter has issued the stateCOLUMBIANS
ment that all veterans who have
SPONSOR
DANCE
dropped their NSL Insurance and
wish to get it >. re-instated may
Chi Sigma Chi, formerly the
do so before January 1, 1947 without taking a physical examina- ColumbiaClemson Club, is plantion. This is a new order from ning to hold a Christmas dance
Veteran's Administration and re- in the Wade Hampton Hotel Ballplaces all previous notices. This room on the night of December
only holds true provided the ap- 26. The dance, which will have
plicant is in as good health as the Vagabonds as music-makers,
he was when the policy lapsed. will be a bid dance, and a blank« ' — i »
et invitation has been extended
MOORE IS FACULTJT ADVISER to all members of the ColumbiaM. D. Moore, Textile Engineer- Clemson Alumni Association.
ing '43, of Enoree, was chosen as
The highest number of points
a faculty adviser of Gamma
Lambda, Clemson's Chapter of to be scored on Clemson in a
Alpha Phi Omega, at its meeting single game occured in 1918 when
Camp Hancock beat the Tigers
November 26.
Mr. Moore is an assistant in- 66-13. This is also the widest
structor in the Textile Depart- margin the Tigers have even been
beaten
ment.

Sixty Out For R0TC Rifle Team;
Matches Set With Three Teams

Electricity Milks Clemson's Cows

At present sixty students are
taking preliminary training for
the Clemson R. O. T. C. rifle
team. Approximately ten of these
have had previous experience as
members of a rifle team.
The team, which will consist
of twenty members after eliminations are held, will fire small
bore weapons in competition
with other schools.

Robinson Lectures To
Geography Students

Winthrop Specialist
Discusses Furniture

Thanksgiving Feast
Served To Clemson
Students On Nov. 26

Thus far, Ciemson has
three challengers: Oak Ridge
Military Institute, the University of Pittsburgh, and the
University of Idaho.
In
the matches with these
teams, the "telegraphic system" will be (used. Undter
this system, each team will
fire their targets on thenhome range and exchange

Chemistry Building
Nearing Completion
One of Clemson's "contented cows" contributes her share
to the food supply with the assistance of an electric milker.
This is one of the many applications of scientifically-planned
agriculture in use at Clemson.

Eligible Students
May Take Exams For
Civil Service Jobs
Two examinations for Federal
positions have ben announced by
the U S. Civil Service
Commission. Qualified students may
apply for Engineers positions or
choose from among the fields of
Chemistry, Economics, Mathmetics. Physics, and Textile Technology for Junior Professional Assistants jobs.
The Engineer Examination will
rate applicants on their training
and experience as no written test
will be required. To qualify, students must have completed a professional engineering curriculum
leading to a bachelors degree in
college, or they must have had

Anything in the Engineering
Student's Line

four years or technical engineering experience, or of appropriate
education and experience combined.
Applicants for< the Junior Professional Assistants examination
must take
a written general
test. In addition to passing this
test, students must have had a
full four year college course or
a combination of education and
experience which totals four
years. Students who expect to
complete their studies by June
30, 1947 are eligible for this test.
Qualified students interested in
applying for these examinations
may obtain additional information
and forms from most post offices
or directly from the U. S. Civil
Service Commission, Washington
25, D. C. Applications for both
examinations must re received in
Washington not later than December 3, 1946.

According to Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun, the Chemistry Building remodeling is nearing completion.
New seats for the lecture room
have arrived and are being installed and this room should be
completed and ready for use by
the first of December. Laboratory
benches- are under construction
and are expected to be finished
in the very near future.
Breeland At Carolina
Richard L. Breeland, General
Science '43 of Columbia, is now
a student of Law at the University of South Carolina and a Columnist for the Gamecock, the
University's student newspaper.
While at Clemson, Mr. Breeland was an outstanding student,
both in academic and extra corricular work, Editor of The Tiger,
and member of the Blue Key and
the Tiger Brotherhood.

targets to determine the results.
Three Clemson teams have
been enteded in the William
Randolph Hearst Competition, a
national competition for R. O. T.C. teams from all schools. The
Clemson team will begin firiirg
for this competition soon, since
the deadline for targets is February 15.
Any men desiring to try for
the team are requested to
contact either Major Hall or
Captain Brown in the basement of the Physics building.
Range hours are from four to
six on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday afternoons. Although it is not compulsory that
the men be on the range at the
specified times, all applicants
have been requested to do so.

Botany Be Added
As Major Course
The Department of Botany and
Bacteriology will initiate a major
in Botany beginning with the next
regular college session and the.
outlines of courses will appear in
the catalog now in preparation.
The training to be given prepares men especially for the field
of graduate work. In the past, the
Department has been very successful in aiding the men to secure felolwships and scholarships
in other institutions. A few years
ago a survey of Clemson men
witht advanced degrees showed
more* of them in Botany
and
Plant Pathology with the Ph. D.
than in any other subject in the
school of Agriculture. Recently
5 more have been
added to
the group.

FA NT'S
CAMERA SHOP
Photographic Paper
Movie Film
Color Film
Color Cut Film
Flash Bulbs
Photo-Flood-Bulbs
Photographic Chemicals

For Photography
Formerly Fant's Drug Store

Anderson Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
Anderson, S. C.

South Carolina's Beading Store for Men and Boys
Clemson's Headquarters in Greenville

<<

Clemson's Finest'

BURNETT BROTHERS
Across from Evan's 5c & 10c Store

SHHiaalaDiiL;:::::::.:::::;::^:.'.::::
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STONE BROTHERS
Civilian and Military Clothes
"Complete Outfitters for Students"

108 N. Main St.

Greenville, S. C.

I

Dinners-Short Orders

Anderson's Finest

JOHN C. CALH0UN HOTEL
The COLLEGE CAFE

Anderson, S. C.

NEW!
ASSORTMENT OF
CHRISTMAS CARDS

Grade "A"

39c - $1.00 A Box

SENECA CAFE
U. S. Tourist Approved

/

Parker "51

We Specialize in — ■
• Steaks

»*

•Chicken Dinners

Veteran's Requisitions Honored

• Oysters
• Dinners
• Sandwiches

Clemson Student Supply
Owned by a Clemson Student
LEWIS A. (RED) CRAWFORD
Across the street from Evan's 5 and 10c Store

Phone 258

"BETWEEN THE BANKS"

Greenville, S. C.

RADIO SERVICE

Print Dryers
Movie Projector Bulbs
Filters
Paper Cotters
Print Rollers
Color Printing PapeRefleetors

FANT'S

HEYWARD MAHON CO.

New Veteran Contact
Representative Here

Engineering
Books & Supplies

Members of the Clemson Amateur Radio Club spend much
of their free time in the club room in the basement of Sixth
barracks. The three men working on the set are, left to right,
J. C. Martin, J. K. Pinson, and G. C. Wilburn.

THE L. C. MARTIN DRUG CO

Owned and Operated By—
P. S. McCollum, Owner

C. D. Hughes, "An old Clemson Man"
a

The Official College Book and Supply Store"

I
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Ten Students Initiated Into State Chapter Of
Alpha Zeta, National Agricultural Fraternity
Selection Of Men On
Basis Of Scholarship
And Character Traits
Ten Clemson students have
been accepted inlto the (South
Carolina chapter of Alpha Zeta,
national honorary agricultural
fraternity.
The men, who were initiated November 14, are J. S. Alexander,
Horticulture Senior of Seneca;
E. E. Bishop, Agronomy Senior,
of Spartanburg; D. M. Camp, Animal Husbandry Senior of Bakersfield, Calif.; S. J. Hadden, Agronomy Special Student of West\ minster.
■i Also C. R. Jordan, Entomology
Senior of Marion; J. W. Lyle,
Dairying Post-Graduate of Chester; H. L. Parr, Agronomy Senior
of Newberry; P. M. Smith, Horti, culture Senior of Greenville; B.
J. Stanek, Dairying Senior of
HUlsboro, Wis.; and R. O. Williams, Animal Husbandry Senior
of Marion.
The selection of men is based
on high scholarship, personality,
and leadership. .Undergraduate
and graduate agriculture students
are eligible.
The temporary officers for the
recently reactivated fraternity
are J. P. Mikell, Chancellor; D.
M. Camp, Censor; R. O. Williams,
Scribe; J. S. Alexander, Treasure;
and B. J. Stanek, Chronicler. The
faculty advisory board is composed of R. A. McGinty, Chairman,
C. L. Morgan, and G. M Armstrong.

Vaughan Makes Rural
Sociology Study
Field work for a study of rural organizations within Union
County is now being conducted
by Dr. Theo L. Vaughan, Mechanical Engineering '24, of the U.S. Department of Agricultural Economics. Vaughan is now stationed at Clemson where he
works with the Department of
Agricultural Economics and Ru! ral Sociology.
Focused upon the human aspects of agriculture, the study will
list and describe the various rural groups, organizations, and agencies in the county. Characteristics of their people, their occupations, and physical enviroment will be observed as to their
bearing upon rural organizations.

Representing Clemson at the
National YMCA to be held December 27 to January 3 will be
Dan A. Kennerly, Agricultural
Economics Senior of Cordova,
President of the YMCA Cabinet;
Dan D. Pate, Jr., Arts and Sciences Junior of Camden, Secretary of the Cabinet; John G. Ligon, General Science Senior of
Lancaster; and Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, General Secretary of the
Clemson YMCA.
The National Conference, held
every four years, will be at the
University of Illinois, Cham■ paigne-Urbana, Illinois.

Colliers Survey Shows
Increase In Quality
Of GI's Schoolwork
A new educational survey discloses that the ex-G.I. students
of colleges all over the country
are doing the best work, thus
easing the fear of some authorities that they would become "educational bums."
The report also states that "In
.general, veterans' marks have
been higher than those of normal
prewar classes." This would indicate that most of the vets come
back with a strong determination
to take their work more seriously,
to do it well, and to finish it
quickly.
They can't afford to
waste more time making up failures.
Based on reports from 583 major colleges, the survey indicates
that the majority of the veterans
have a definite, specialized interest in the quest for higher education. Of the professions, Engineering is said to rank first in interest, with Business Administration second and Medicine third.
The death of one fear is the
birth of another. Because of the
high interest in technical studies,
many of the veterans will rush
to the already overcrowded "big
name" schools of their professions. This will make a bad situ-

Gobblers Enjoying'Life Before Thanksgiving

-e~-

In the Clemson Corps of
Cadets, one man is outstanding in the art of acquiring
demerits. As of! November
24th, this particular individual had amassed a grand total of 242 demerits.
If you are an average student then chances are that
you have between 35-50 demerits, whereas there are
some men trying to steal the
show, with about 25 in the
60-85 class.
There are very, very few
men to date who have not -eceived any demerits according to dispatches from the
commandants office.

—•—■

The Clemson College Band participated is a gala holiday season
festival in Anderson on December
7, 1946. The fiesta began at 10:00
A. M. and lasted until the noon
hour.
After the parade the band was
feted at the Calhoun Hotel by a
committee from Anderson. '

The turkeys that are shown roaming over the range are some of the same ones that were
served as the main course of the Thanksgiving dinner in the CoUege Mess Hall. These Turkeys
were grown by the Clemson Poultry Department on the farm along the road to Anderson,

"Sarge" Helton Is Now Attempting
To Recognize Himself As "Mister"

Alpha Zeta, national honorary agricultural fraternity, has recently tapped ten men. They are
left to right, front row; H. lu Parr, R. O. Williams, J. S. Alexander, B. J. Stanek; back row; P.
M. Smith, D. M. Camp, J. W. Lyle, and C. R. Jordan. Not pictured are E. E. Bishop and S. J.
Hadden.

Clemson Chapter Of Phi Eta Sigma Taps
31 Students Into Scholastic Fraternity
Thirty-one Clemson students
have met the requirements of
and have been accepted by the
local chapter of Phi Eta Sigma,
national freshman scholastic fraternity
The students, WHO must have
a grade-point ratio of 7.5 or higher for their first semester in
college or for their complete
freshman year, are now going
through an informal initiation.
Those accepted are listed with
their grade-point ratios: W. L.

Ball, 7.90; E. P. Bisher, 7.90; J.,
T. Black, 8.52; R. F. Button, 8.46;
A. B. Carson, 8.75; V. W. Cauthen, 7.79; J. P. Clancey, 8.53; J. L.
Crapse, 7.73; H. F. Gallivan, 8.13;
C. C. Hindman, 8.69; L. E. Kirven, 8.47; H. F. Landrith, 8.11; T.
W. Lewis, 8.67; S. Lund, 7.58.
Also D. J. Morgan, 7.78; H. M.
Miller, 8.47; B. R. Neely, 8.00;
J. C. O'Rourke, 8.08; J. H. Pressley, 7.58; J. R. Reid, 7.86; C. W.
Riser, 8.65; A. S. Dargan, 7.59; J.
T. Price; 7.55; R. E. Smith, 7.66;

D. K. Seaborn, 7.78; H. C. Shadwell, 8.48; W. C. Singleton, 8.77;
A. W. Snell, 7.98; J. R. Stewart,
7.98; H. D. Taylor, 8.25; and W.
H. Wood, 8.48.
The officers of the Clemson
chapter, which now has approximately twenty-five active members, are W. Clyde Herron, president; David H. Banks, vice-president; Edwin H. Rhyne, secretary;
Ben R. Hopkins, treasurer; and
James E. Sultis, historian.

Surveying Students Map Campus

By HOWELL ARTHUR
When James Love Keller strode into the office of Sergeant Davis early this September, his object was to find out
trom the sergeant who the head cheerleader was. The reply
he received was that people in high places had been wondering for some time why the rooters had not organized. He
was told that Clemson,'s cheering section was in serious need
of revamping.

—■*—

Demerit Hog Leading
Corps By Big Margin

Clemson Band Plays
For Anderson Parade

Keller Is Man Responsible For
Reorganization of Cheerleaders

Clemson "Y" To Send
Conference Delegates
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With only this fact to go on,
Keller inaugurated a campaign.
By pestering various influential
individuals and groups within the
school, and by securing the, indispensable co-operation of the
corps of cadets, the veterans, and
the band, he managed to "be
prepared" when the first football
game of the year, the one with
Presbyterian College, rolled around. That his job was well done
is evidenced by the merit of the
cheering section at every game
since .
Jim Keller was born on October 5, 1916 in Greenville. Attending Greenville elementary
schools and Parker high school,
he early displayed talent in vocal
work and in mechanics. He did
not finish high school, but entered what is now Spartanburg
Junior College with the aid of a
State High School Certificate received for work at a technical
school.
Obeying the call of Uncle
Sam's pointing finger, he became
a hydraulic specialist mechanic
in the Army Air Corps, and was
attached to the Twenty-fifth Air
Depot Group. During his four
and one-half years in the service,
he occasionally led cheers for
army football games and thus
developed the talent that has
stood him in such great stead at
Clemson. On discnarge, Keller
matriculated at Clemson with the
intention of "going places" in
Mechanical Engineering.
Says Keller: "I think that meeting the team at the station as
they return from games has been
the most enjoyable of all the
cheering section's activities
I
also think that Coach Howard has
done a wonderful job this year,
and that the players played hard,
bruising football. Limps, mercurochrome paint jobs, disjointed
shoulders, and black eyes bear
mute testimony to this fact.
ation worse.
Many Professors have hailed
the G. I.'s as masters of the art
of "griping." Whenever there is
any room for improvement, a
gripe (not a whine) is forthcoming, they say. And the college
authorities usually strive to remove the cause for the gripe.

COCHRAN'S
Compliments of
Your Jeweler for 54 Years
Anderson, S. C.

By I. S. SLOBODEEN
That "ex-Master Sergeant" Kenney R. Helton, now associated
with the college Business Manager's Office, has, after twenty-two
years of Army service, exchanged his uniform for "civies" can
no longer be regarded as news
at Clemson.
During the two month period
since his retirement however,
few are the older Clemson men
who have discontinued to address
him as "Sarge". In the light of
his eleven years' duty here this
is an understandably difficult
habit to overcome.
Having served in various capacities and at many places
throughout the nation and Hawaii, "Mr." Helton was assigned
to R. O. T. C. duty at Clemson
in the Spring of 1936. As Sergeant Major of the Military Department while serving his last
six years, he may be best remembered by former students as the
man who was the first to be consulted on the fate of their weekend permits.
"When I 'started my career in
the Commandant's Office," the retired sergeant remarked,
"I
thought I knew every inch of
space in the army bag of tricks,
by as the "dying grandma" telegrams began pouring in, I realized there was plenty to learn."
"Sarge" Helton has always
been active in community life.
He assists the YMCA at Vesper
and E)vening Watch Programs,
and has been president of the
Little Theatre Club, and directed
the Christmas Pegeant in 1940. He
is a member of the Baptis,t
Church Board of Deacons, the
Chairman of the Music Committee, Associate Superintendent of
the Adult Sunday School Department, and a member of the Baptist Choir. President of the Pendleton Lions Club, 'Mr." Helton is
also a member of its International Association.
His position in the Administration is the responsibility for the
maintenance of personnel and
State retirement records for all
teachers and employees of Clemson College.
"Sarge" Helton, who married
soon after his arrival here, has
built a^, house and intends to
make Clemson his home for life.

MAYFAIR GRILL
Anderson's Finest
and
MOST MODERN RESTAURANT
"Clemson Students Always Welcome"
Anderson, S. C.

Always Something New!
Flexible Stainless Steel
Watch Bands
K. R. HELTON

QM Officer Inspects
Corps and Facilities

69c
Evans 5 & 10c Store

—»■—■

Major Thomas M. Davis of the
Office of the Quartermaster General was guest of the Clemson
College Military Department on
November 19-20 while on an inspection tour which covered the
whole country.
According to Major Davis,
Clemson compared favorably with
other colleges I and universities in
both facilities and instructors.
■ i m i. m

Patrick President Of
YMCA Junior Council
W. M. Patrick, civil engineering
junior of Orangeburg, has been
elected president of the Junior
YMCA Council, which now is
composed of approximately twenty juniors.
J. D. Hogan, electrical engineering junior of Columbia has
been elected secretary and E.
Henry Pittman, chemistry enginering junior of Bishopville, was
named treasurer.

"QUICK SERVICE"
Trousers

25c

Jacket

25c

Wool & Sport Shirts .. 20c

T^vo piece suit

45c

Field Jackets

45c

Sport Coat

25c

Blouse

25c

Sweaters

25c

Overcoat

Quality Service

Reasonable Prices
Inspection Welcome

Clemson Home Service
To rear of the Bank

Students have to watch their step on the campus to keep
from stumbling over the chains spread by the- students studying
surveying. T^vo men, aiding in what seems to be a resurvey
of all college property, are, left to right, Jack F. Brunson and
Paul E. Cromer, who are taking a reading in front of Riggs
Hall.

MEMBERSHIP DRIVE

'Expert Service'

B0DIF0RD CLEANERS
We Also Do Alterations

During the war years Clemson graduates and former students have multiplied their influence in a remarkable way in
this and in other lands. In fact, wherever representatives of
Uncle Sam have gone, it will be safe to say that Clemson men
have been among the representatives. The Clemson Y is known in
almost every part of the world represented by some APO. Each
person is asked to give $1.00 minimum, more if you can. The
$1.00 will be divided on a percentage basis for work with National
and Southern Regional Student YMCA, with Interstate work of
the YMCA in the Carolinas, with the World Student Service Fund
(relief for needy students in other lands), for World Service
Program of YMCA (helping with men and boys, establishing new
YMCA's and assisting with the maintainance of service in those
already functioning and where help is desperately needed, and
with World Christian Federation to help keep alive the spark
of hope in the breasts of students in many countries.
For those who are willing to give some extra, we have
added the Clemson "Y" Building Fund and hope that a good
number will give some small amount to this now or later on in
the school year. If thousands of Clemson students, former students, and graduates will give small amounts to this fund, it will
be a great encouragement to those who are responsible for the
program of the college as it is effectuated through the Clemson
YMCA. Our Building Committee has plans for a new auditorium,
some additional rooms for transients and visitors, club rooms,
office space, and we hop*- also to
outdoor swimming pool, as additional cain
and a camp in the. mountains. We can't do
now but we want friends on The Tiger
read The Tiger, as well as others, to k
being worked on and we ea=
be completed soon and that
quickly.

—

Owner and Manager

'Everything for Children and Infants'
Shoes - Sweaters - Corduroy Suits
Knit Suits

Walter Terrell, Chairman of the Membership and Finance
Committee of the "Y" Cabinet and Dan Kennerly, Vice-Chairman,
'are working with a large committee of students composed of ROTC
students and veterans trying to reach every student at Clemson.
You will be asked to give a minimum of $1.00 for YMCA agencies
that are doing work on your behalf in the Carolhoas, in the South,
in the nation and in other lands and countries. Some of this
work is constructive service, some is for relief, and some for*
encouragement of organized efforts in the name of the YMCA.
Much of this work is done with men and boys in this
country and a great deal of it is done and is being tried for boys
and young men in other lands and countries. The sincerity of
Christian purpose of friends in American colleges will be judged
in a large measure by the respect of Clemson and Clemson Men.

B. E. G. Prichard

Clemson, S. C.

NEW SHIPMENT OF DIAPERS

BETTY'S
The Cadets Meet
At

Behind the Bank
Clemson, S. C

THE TIGER'S DEN
"TTT.TJK" HAYWOOD
Owner
Hamburgers

Hot Dogs

Come out to -

On The Corner

FULLERS CAFE
Specials for the Yule Season:

for
T-Bone Steaks

DESK LAMPS
RECORDS
RECORD PLAYERS
REGINA CAN OPENERS
EUREKA

Dinners
Oysters

VACUUM CLEANERS
BENDDX

Short Orders
ies
tiie folio
Cs out Seneca Highway
f

■-...

.-

Her—Owner and Manager

ONE DOLLAR PER M
MMM *~?*m

-

50c
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figers Trip Auburn; Quintet To Open With Erskine
Gage, Leverman
Top Gamers For
Football Season

werman, Quinn, And
igle Spark Tigers'
dory Overjiuburn
lemson's Tigers -closed out the
~3 football campaign with a
13 victory over the Auburn
.insmen in Montgomery, Alaina's Cramton Bowl on Nover 23. A crowd of around 10,..■ witnessed the conquest.
f'he Tigers mads three touch
ns before the Plainsme.i go,
* taste of pay dirt. When halfB ! rolled, Clemson led 21-u.
inly on the passing of "Dutch"
- . rman, ,the running of Dewey
:n, and Bob Martin's rur.baci,
re on an intercepted pass.
.'mson's first score came afAuburn's Travis Tidweli
it k kicked to the Tigers' one
line. Auburn expected a
and sent two safety men
to cover the boo., howevev.
■ -.-•eral" Quinn called for a pa..
t rman pitched a ten yards.:
Dewey; and before the Aubun:
■ dary co/.ld catch him, h
s ten yards from the doubls. Two plays later, Quinr.
. over for the score.
'.'■ - stands had hardly got set.' vhen Bob Martin interceptie of Tidwell's passes, and
id 51 yards without a hand be
-id on him.
final Tiger tally came a?
lit of a pass play from Len to "Hank" Walker, nettotal of 63 yards. "Bull'
kicked all three extra
veil and Company finally
to life in the second half,
/ith Cochran, Russell and
rmingham flash toting the
• fashoned >two six-pointle first Auburn score came
result of a ninety-eight
rive with Cochran plunging
:
':om the one yard line. Tidiok the next score into his
ands by ushering the pig2 yards after taking Hal
■o d's punt.
• Plainsmen threatened sevnes again before the game
. and was in possession of
■1 on the Tiger fifteen yard
when Father Time callalt to all proceedngs.
i was the star lineman of
n. The whole Tiger line
standout ball and halt. uiburn
drives
several
s. The entire Clemson backId played a good game, and
■ass plays when the chips
• own. The Tigers only triven passes, but four of
/ere good for 172 yards,
iman
Travis
Tidweli■ - the fans that he will be
jp ball player by the time
to be a senior. Tidweli,
■ d Harry Gilmer as his subwhile at Woodlawn High
in Birmingham, picked 91
n running and another 136
>n passing. He now ranks
: two in the nation in total
■

By Jim Austell
When Mr. Weather Man lot us enjoy the many warm after100ns and evenings of football and then immediately turned
o-'Se Ms cold weather to head us toward heated gyms for
•asketball and other winter sports lie wasn't a bit ahead of
'each "Banks" McFadden and his T'ger basketeers.
With competition for' starting berths fast and plentiful the men are working long and hard for the first positions and also to'give us a winning five this year.
And no player is putting more spirit and life into his work
ian is the coach. In his,first year as headbasketball mentor,
oach McPadden isn't too optimistic over his prospects but he
! confident the boys are- doing their darndest. As he puts it,
'It's hard to say just what kind of team we'll have 'cause
have no idea just what the teams on our schedule will be.
Prom what I've heard, Furman and Carolina will be plenty
strong but I don't know how they'll compare with us. My
boys' biggest draw-back right now is a lack of experience as
a team but we'll improve as the season progresses and the
players get to know each other better."
Not Much Difference
In order to devote more time to the most promising men
Coach McFadden cut the squad from over eighty men to approximately twenty-five or thirty and from that group picking
a starting line-up is about as difficult as it was for Coach
Howard to pick a starting football team at the first of the
season.
For practice and the first games the starting team has
been June Pruitt and Furman Riddle as forwards, Bell at
center and Frank Gillespie < and "Popeye" Crawford at
guards. But every practice session Coach McFadden argues
with himself if the second string, composed of forwards
Leonard Riddle and Jack Long, center Holhouser or Penny
and guards Garren and Mitchell Clark, wouldn't be the
better outfit.
Football Players Will Add Strength
After a rest and the usual post season banquets some more
of the football players were to don trunks and gym shoes this
past week-end. Among those are lettermen "Chip" Clark and
Dewey Quinn. Others from whom the coach is expecting help
are Dick Hendley, "Hank" Walker, and "Rod" Brisindine.
Only eight members of the squad are monograms wearers.
Besides "Chip" Clark and Quinn, Gillespie, Pruitt, Crawford,
Bell, and Leonard Riddle are former members of the Tiger team.
Puman Riddle earned a letter at South Carolina in '43.
Brother Combination
In the not too distant future Clemson may be able to field
a basketball team that will be sixty per cent brothers. At
present only two of the Riddle brothers are here but the third
is planning to join them.

ters Awarded
tball Stars

These four Clemson basketba,llers are expected -a see plenty o$ action wiien the Tigers begin
their hardwood season against Erskine December 11. The four boys reading from left to right
are June Pruitt, high scoring Tiger forward of last season, Furman Riddle, former Greenville High
and Carolina star, Frank Gillespie, standout guard for two seasons, and "Ding Dong" Bell, rangy
center of the quintet.

Named All-State

FRANK GILLESPIE

ALTHOUGH THE TIGERS
OUTLOOK AT HID-SEASON WAS A ©LEAK
ONE INDEED-CLEMSON'S HEAD COACH,
FRANK HOWARD
RALUeDMiS. BATTERED GRIP WA&
RIORS TQ CLOSE
OUT THE SEASON
WITH VICTORIES CVE8
FWtAN■■ AND AUBWIi
DESPITE OURROUGH SCHEDULE
THE HOWARD-HEKI
r' GAVE A &OOD
ACCOUNT OP
THEM SELVES.

Jlayers who won the ClemHave You Tried Basketball?
C" are as follows:
At the first game every year one can hear this remark,
is. Captain "Chip" Clark,-■
Freeman, "Hank" Walker, "I believe I could do as well as Jones." And they aren't being
Dyer, Bill Rogers, Oscar
son, and "Luke" Dean- sarcastic./ You may be a good basketball player and haven't
. - ties; Bill Smith, Mavis
Phil Prince, "Chick" Gain: o" Saunde'rs, Jack Ross,
■ b Turner.
;.:-ds; Frank Gillespie, Bill
er, Jimmy SuXis, Chprlie
ns, and Qay Clanton.
ars; Ralph Jenkins, Cary
nd Ralph Curtis.
s; Dewey Quinn, Robert
"Dutch"
Leverman,
• t" Poe, Bob Martin, Hal
d, Dick Hendley, Jim WhitBilly Rogers, Olin CleveOewis Morgan, John Moorne Pruitt, and "Rod" Bris-

been out for the Clemson team because you think you aren't
good enough. Don't wait then until the season is well along
and then wish you had tried out for the team.
Coach McFadden says he'll be glad to help, any one that
would like to come out. He is coaching a "B" team for the
boys that want to learn and are willing to work to get a little
experience. If you're good there's plenty of room for you on
the varsity and the coach is still looking for good men.
You Should be in a Hole
Mr. Penland, this columnist isn't a writer by profession
and possibly shouldn't repeat this but we hear that the printers
have to fumigate the press every time your column is printed.
And another thing, since you continually harp on be- • ing a good South Carolinian," this writer was born in S. C.
24 years ago and except for a short stay in the army has
been here ever since. When did you come here and who
made the mistake of letting you in?
ODDS 'N ENDS: Block "C" Club is becoming unhappy
about the numerous violations of the -custom of wearing only
Clemson monogram sports letters . . . We still haven't heard
exactly how many strokes Pickens is spotting "Red""Stacey
in their golf matches . . . Holshouser is "living hard" on the
basketball court getting rid of excess luggage.

student manager letter was
jed to Andy Stathakis.
'i the awarding of these
ers, Ralph Jenkins and Edeeman set a record in beag the first Clemson men
o win four football letters
with the Tigers. This was
it about in that Jenkins
reeman played for the Tigiring the war years when
i len were eligible to play
ty
ball. By these two men
:
g first string their fresh; ear, and also the next three,
. inning four "C's", they will
r.ong the few who will leave
an with four block letters
jtball, as at the beginning
In a ceremony held at Kings-xt year, freshmen will not
' xwed to play on the varsity tree, Colonel Robert C. McCabe,
a graduate of Clemson in Civil

High Military Honor

¥EW SHIPMENT!
BOW TIES $1.00

Engineering of the class of 1939
and of the United States Military
Academy, was presented with the
Distinguished Service Cross by
Major General Edward Brooks,
Commanding General Seventh
Army.
Colonel McCabe has also TSeen
awarded the Silver Star for gallantry in action and the Bronze
Star Medal with cluster.

Jenkins Named Third
String All-American
—■»—

In a release of December 2,
Ralph Jenkins, stellar performer for Clemson for the
past four seasons, was named
third string center on the
"Transradio Press Service's
All American" selections. This
is the second straight year
that Jenkins has receired this
high honor.
Clemson'st rangy center has
been named on several con^
ference teams, as well as state
teams this year in winding up

COLLEGE SEAL JEWELRY
FOR CHRISTMAS
Crosby Square Loafers
Wool Sport Shirts

See

HOKE SLOAN
CLEMSON CLOTHIER

The Sumter-Carolina Club
of the University of South Carolina
features

WOODY WOODWARD
And Orchestra
December 27, 1946

Sumter Armor?
Semi-formal
9 till 1

BOBBY GAGE

Clemson Takes Three First Places
On Mythical State Eleven For 1946

All boasting outstanding high school records on Greenville High's hardwood the Riddles are probably the number one basketball family of the state. W. R. Riddle, the
oldest brother, is attending the University of Florida.
Furman, the next oldest, attended South Carolina in '43
but decided to join his brother, Leonard, at Tigertown this
year. Leonard was making his letter at Clemson about the
same time Furman was at S. C. The youngest brother,
Junior, is planning to come over in February and will
most likely be available for next season.

e Clemson Athletic Council
everal days ago to award
r football players and one
m manager monogram
s. The winners won the
s for participation in the
.. mes that the Tigers play. ng the past gridiron sea-

CHD? CLARK

$1.30 per per
$2.00 per c<

a brif.liant college career.
Vaughn Mancha of Alabama and Ug Fuson of Army
were named ahead of Jenkins
in the "Transradio Press Service's" releases. No other
school from South Carolina
was represented on the first
three teams or honorable mention.

Chip Clark, Bob Gage,
And Frank Gillespie
On First String Team
All-State football selections released last week by Associated
Press found three Clemson Tigers
on the first team, three on the
second team, and two on the
third team. Seven Howardmen
received honorable mention.
Five schools represented the
first squad. (Besides Clemson's
three men, Carolina had five
first places, and The Citadel, Newberry, and P. C. each counted one
man on the mythical eleven.
Tiger captain, "Chip" Clark,
senior of Lexington, N. C. made
the "dream team" for the second
straight year, and shared flankman honors with freshman "Red"
Wilson of Carolina.
Sophomore Frank Gillespie of
Beckley, W. Va. came in to cop
top guard honors along with Bill
Henderson of The Citadel. Gillespie showed great promise this
past season, and with two more
years to go, should give ppposing
players plenty of trouble.
Tackle positions were won by
Dom Fusci of Carolina and Nel-'
son Schofield of Newberry. "Meatball" Meeks -of Carolina was an
unanimous choice for the center
position, and automatically became captain of the eleven.
Despite an injury which deprived him of playing the last three
games, Sophomore Bobby Gage,
Clemson wingback of Anderson
made the first string backfield
for his stellar performance shown
in games played prior to his injury. "Bo" Hagman and Earl Dunham of Carolina, and "Hank"
Caver of P. C. rounded the backfield.
.
I
The three Tiger's to make the
second squad were tackle Bill
Smith, center Ralph Jenkins, and
back Gerald Leverman. End
"Hank" Walker and "Bo" Saunders made third team,

Clemson's Tigers wound up the
past football season with a record of four wins and five losses
The' Tigers seem to have gained
more offensive power toward the
end of the season, and won three
of their last four games played.
The Country Gentlemen ran up
a total offensive record for the
season of 2254 yards on all plays
run. They showed a total of 147
points, including 22 touchdowns
and 15 extra points. Boiling the
above figures down,
Clemson
gained 1073 yards rushing and
1181 yards on 68 passes.
"Chip" Clark caugnt 14 passes
good for 225 yards to lead the
Tiger pass snaxcliers. "Fireball"
Freeman was second in the race
with 15 completions goood for
181 s(teps. "Hank" Walker snagged 9 aerials for 158 markers.
Billy Rogers led the ground
gainers for the highest average
\per try. Out of eleven runs, Rogers picked up 55 yards for an
even five stripes per run. However, Bobby Gage picked up the
most yards with 264 to his credit.
Gage "carried the mail" on 58
runs. Dewey Quinn was second
highest ground gainer,
having
picked up 249 yards. Gerald Leverman made the most
run£.
"Dutch" carried the ball 79 time's
and ate up 199 yards of gridiron.
Leverman and Clark came out
on top in thescoring parade. Both
men scored four touchdowns for
24 points. "Bull" Cagle kicked
12 extra points.
"The Flying Dutchman" also
had the highest gain on passes.
Out of 62 tosses, 26 were completed for a total of 501 yards.
Gage was next in line 24 completions good for 388 yards. Dick
Hendley was third with 125 yards
to his credit.
In total offense, Hendley had
the highest average per try. The
former Greenville High star picked up 182 yards in 23 plays for
an average of 6.7 yards a crack.
Leverman was the total offensive leader with 700 yards to his
credit. Bobby Gage was second
with 652 steps.
Hal Leonard led the punters
with a 39 yard average for seven punts. Leverman booted the
oval 30 times, and had an average of 35.5 yards. Hendley with
a 37.9 average, Brisidine with a
36.1, and Gage with a 35.4 rounded out the kickers.
Clemson seemed to be the hottest in scoring in the second period when they picked up 47 of
their points. Next was the first
period with 35 digits, followed

Tigers Lose Practice
Game To Pelzer Team
62-49; Riddles Star
—■*

With less than two weeks remaining before the season opener
with Erskne's Flyng Fleet, Clemson's basketballers are hard at
work ironing out mistakes that
need to be corrected. With football out of the way, the quintet
has been strengthened with the
return of more than a dozen gridiron players.
Coach McFadden and his boys
made a little jaunt over to Pelzer the other night to engage the
Bears' class "A" team.
Pelzer
proved to be a little to much for
the Tigers, and come out on the
long end of a 62-49 count. However, much experience was accomplished by the green outfit
and mistakes noted in this game
will have priority in the remaining practices.
Lefty Earl Wooten of Pelzer
was "hot", and scored 27 of his
teams points. Wooten has been
a star in basketball circles in
the South for the past several
years.
• "Ding Dong" Bell was
high
scorer for McFadden's
troupe,
Ridddle, former University
of
South Carolina star was
next
with nine points through the hoop.
His brother, Leonard who is a
holdover of the '43 team, scored four points, and is expected
to see plenty of action this year.
They re from the famous Riddle
family of Greenville, and both
made All-Souhern during their
high school days. Furman set a
record at Greenville High that
has never been broken. In one
season's time, he racked up 246
points.
Line ups for the Clemson-Pelzer game:
Pos.
PELZER
CLEMSON
Pruitt 6
F Dickson 10
F Wooten 27
F. Riddle
Bell 10
C Cannon 11
Gillespie 4
G J. Jordan 3
Crawford 3
G Dvenport 5
Riddle 4, Long 2, Holhouser
4, Garing 3, Clark 4. Pelzer
H. Jordon 6, Harris, Haney.
Back in 1901, Clemson beat
Guilford College of North Carolina by a score of 122-0. This
is the highest score any Tiger
team has runS UP against any
opponent.
^ ■ <» * »■

College-bred, according to the
latest recipe book, is a four-year
loaf made by father's dough....
and there's nothing like a good
seasoning now and then. . . .
with 33 in the last quarter, and
32 in the third canto. The Tigers
seemed most vulnerable in the
third quarter, as opponents racked up 55 points in that period.
The first quarter wasn't far behind with 53 markers.

The Flower Shop of

Catherine Rowe
"Flowers with Personality"
Corsages — Wedding Flowers, Decorations
Funeral Designs — Hospital Arrangements

411 Green Street - Rock Hill, S. C.
Phone 1360-J

A Flying Start!
If you want to see a new
gleam in your dream queen's
eyes, slide into a form-flattering Arrow shirt, whip a
superb Arrow tie around
your manly neck and tuck
a matching Arrow handkerchief in your breast pocket.
You'll be master of all you;
survey.
ARROW—YOUNG AMERICA'S FAVORITE SHIRT

Stewart-Meritt Company
26 S. Main St.

Greenville, S. C.

, -ARROW-

SUGGESTIONS

Music On Records
• Classical — Popular — Jazz
Albums and Single Records
• Phonographs
•Carrying Cases

TOR YEAR ROUND CHEER GIVE
RECORDS THIS YEAR"

JOHN B. LEE
PHOTOGRAPHY and RECORDS
120 E. Benson

Anderson, S. C.

Phone 1063
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Fellowship Club Holds
Social At Y. M. C. A.
On Tuesday night December 3,
The Fellowship Club, a local civic organization which supports
the community health clinic and
sponsors
other improvements,
held its first meeting of the
month at the CMCA club room.
The first Tuesday of each month
is devoted to entertainment such
as bridge, checkers, set-back and
dominoes.
This community organization is
made up of faculty members and
I local townspeople with Mr. G. B.
Nutt, Associate Professor of Agricultural Engineering, as presiI dent and Dr. J. H. Sams, Associj ate Professor of Mechanical Engineering, as program chairman.
II>

ELMORE H.

Blanton, Honor Grad,
To Leave Japan Soon
M-Sgt. Elmore H.
Blanton,
Mechanical Engineering! '43 of
Spartanburg, who ranked firslt
scholastically in his class, achieving a grade point ratio of- 8.62,
will be returning home soon, after having served in Japan.
While in Tokyo, Blanton distinguished himself by promoting better Church relations between the Americans and
the
Japanese,
according to such
sources as "The Christian Advocate."
Patronize Our Advertisers

'Seen Along the Road" grew so
in popularity that the Extension
Should a popularity poll be Service requested that he come
taken of the farmers of this to Clemson to handle information
state oh "Which weekly news- work, in the fall of 1945. Since
paper column do you enjoy read- coming here, he has almost been
ing most?", the sampling already "syndicated", as the mailing list
done indicates "Seen along the includes many papers, radio staRoad", written here at Clemson tions and individuals in this and
by J. M. Eleazer of the Extension neighboring states, and which
Service would come out on top. continues to grow.
Mr. Eleazer stays on the road
Mr. Eleazer; a graduate of a good deal of his working time,
Clemson in the class of '16, has since his column is not restricted
an ideal background for his work to any one portion of t-he state.
in this field. Hre knows intimately He is also in great demand as a
the problem facing South Caro- speaker for such organizations as
lina farmers and also what is of Kiwanis, Rotary, and Lions Clubs.
interest to them. Commencing as Needless to^ say, while speaking
an Emergency Agent in Jasper to groups, he almost always manCounty during World War I, he ages to present good agricultural
served as county agent in Jasper, practices in such a manner that
Saluda, and Sumter Counties. the listener realizes their worth
While county agent in Sumter, more.
during his 22 years in that counPossibly unique in his field,
ty, he conceived the idea that the Mr. Eleazer is a widly known
people would enjoy reading some and well liked personage who has
of the things he constantly ran. labored"in South Carolina for th
across in his duties.
| betterment of the State for alThus his column wa$ born, most 30 years.
By PERRIN COTHRAN

i »n ■ i v»

James Wilson Newman, Arts
and Sciences '31, has been named
vice president of the mercanr
tile agency of the Dun and Bradstreet Company in
New York
City, acocrding to an announcement by A. D. Whiteside, president of the company.
The son of Professor C. C.
Newman of the Clemson department of Ho|rticulture„
Wilson
Newman graduated from both
Clemson College and the .New
York University Law School. He
entered the employ of Dun and
Bradstreet in 1931 as a reporter
and subsequently became service
manager for the fire insurance reporting department. Since 1943
he has served as assistant general
counsel and as assistant to the
president.

Western Auto Associate Store
215 South Main Street
L. A. CARMICHAEL, Owner
"Everything For The Automobile"

VARSITY GRILL
Clemson Men Always Welcome!
Curb Service — and — Booths Inside
Sandwiches
Short Orders
Soft Drinks
Open from 2 PM to Midnight
Corner of Greenville Street and Blvd.
HOYT THOMASON and CHARLEY GAILLARD
—Managers—

RADIO REPAIR SERVICE
Basement of 6th Barracks

SEE

J. C. MARTIN
Room 6-203

'Flowers speak for you'

orist Shop
646 Park Drive

Phone 1053W
Rock Hill, S. C.
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DILLARD & GETTYS
Sporting Goods
Model Planes
•

John W. Dantzler, Veteran, Dairy Senior of Eutawville, holding
Borden Placque that is to be hung in the foyer of the Dairy
Building; Dantzler is first winner of! The Borden Award, a scholarship given by the Borden company "for> achieving in ali college
work preceeding their senior year the highest average grade
among students of Agriculture completing two or more dairy
subjects''. Mr. LaMaster and B. E. Goodale are the Award
Committee. Award covers five years, with one scholarship to
one senior each year.

Thursday night will mark the
end of the currenl series of forum
groups held in the barracks by
members of the faculty and campus men. One member of this
group holds a discussion on each
of the company halls and also
with veteran groups.
The speakers and their topics
are: Dr. S. J. L. Crouch, "God;"
Rev. E. W.Hardin and Rev.
Harold Cole, "Is the Church adequate?;" Prof. B. E, Goodale and
Mr. P. B. • Holzendroff, "Looking
at Myself Twenty Years from
Now;" Dr. J. E. Ward and Dr.
P. Carademas, "Will the United
Nations succeed?"; Professor
McGarity and Dr. J. C. Green,
"The influence of Music and the
Enjoyment of Life;" Mr. F. C.
Anderson, Dr J H Aull, and
Mr. J R Cooper, "The Intelligent Use of Money."

Every man, to some degree has
experienced "stage-fright" and
felt that slightly shaky feeling
when called on to speak in a
crowd. The Calhoun Forensic Society, at present Clemson's only
literary organization, tries to help
one overcome these features. Its
purpose is to aid one to "be able
to stand on your feet and talk."
This cannot be overemphasized.
Some people in defining what they
think an educated man is, claim
that is one who can speak, write
and think effectively.
Robert Quillen, noted newspaper
columnist, has this to say: "The
great regret of my life is that I
never learned to be vocal on my
hind legs. Again and again I am
asked to make speeches, and because I can't do it I miss meeting
a lot of fine people . . . What a
fool I was to play hookey on Friday afternoons to avoid speaking
a piece."
Some one has said: "The real
battles of the world are fought
with words. Men gain mastery
over another by speech no less
than by swords." You do not
necessarily have to be a William
Jennings Bryan, or Shakespeare,
but who will deny that eyen in
the world of romance it helps to
know how to use words, as well as
actions, in winning the one you
love.
Clemson's Dr. D. W. Daniel, nationally-known after-dinner speaker, says that the training that he
received in the Preston Literary
Society at Wofford College was of
more value to him than any other
course that he ever took in college.
Through sheer oratoTy and persuasive finesse in 1902 a member of the Calhoun Literary Society, as it was then called, guided
the actions of a belligerant mob
of cadets away from defying the
decision of the trustees concerning the president's responsibility
for the walk-out.
Governor-elect Thurmond was
president of this virile organiza-

tion while he was at Cleinson^
College. Major General Floyd L.
Parks, U. S. Army Public Relations head, was a member of a
literary society here before his
graduation in 1917. Clemson's late
famous and beloved son, Ben Robertson, Jr., author, war correspondent and journalist, was also
an active member of a literary
society. Ben R. Tillman, Jr. is
one of the founders of the Calhoun
Literary Society and members of
the first class, and he is now a
lawyer with the Justice Department in Washington, D. C.
At Commencement each year
the gold "Trustee Medal" is
awarded to the best speaker
among the representatives of the
literary societies. In 1944 th;a
medal was presented to J. J. Lipton of Beaufort.
Major Frank B. Farr, who will
be remembered by recent students
for him famous, rallying speech
to the student body on the eve of
the State Fair game in 1942, won
the state oratorical contest during his junior year here, and later
participated in the National Oratorical Contest.
The Calhoun Forensic Society
is a college organization of and
for the students. Service in it can
be of great value to its members
and to the college. It is an open
organization. To become a member
it is necessary to write to the
secretary stating your desire, and
at the descretion of the old member's you are duly inducted.
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THANKS

Always open during and after dances

Dinnens - Short Orders

THE CADET LAUNDRY

Greenville highway just past Fruit Stand •
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P0LIAK0FFS JEWELERS

BEST...!

Anderson, S. C.

303 S. Main St.

Clemson Pharmacy & Bus Sta.

Clemson Cadets are always welcome at
friendly Jewelry Store.
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Economical.. .Safe
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TRAVEL IN SAFE COMFORT

Greenwood
Newberry
Greenwood
Saluda
Columbia
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Check the list in the Guard Room and pick up

TALK OF TOWS

Richardson Clothing Co,

jewelry, silverware, and luggage for your christmas %
i
gifts

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

Clemson
Anderson
Anderson
Abbeville
Greenwood

HENRY B. HARPER

Manhattan
Nunn - Bush
Michaels - Stern Clothes

You'll find a complete line of fine diamonds, watches, »|

For The Sportsman
GREENVILLE, S.

The Best In Sports
204 N. LAURENS ST.

O'Neal ComptoJi, Industrial
Physics sophomore of Greenwood,
and business manager of the Jungaleers, announces that, instead
of the previously scheduled dance
at Florence on December 23, the
Jungaleers will play in Abbeville
for a script dance sponsored by
the Clemson - Abbeville County
Club.

Everything for the Office

Quality Clothes & Accessories

Sporting Goods-

Revision Is Made In
Jungaleer's Schedule

Royal Typewriters
Mimeographs Allen Wales Adding
Machines

Wilfred E. Lipman, Arts & Sciences junior of Charleston, schol
astic record holder of the fall semester with six pink slipss takesa "breather" from his studies for a "coke".

informal concert for the ladies of
the Clemson Garden Club in the
Browsing room of the Library.
The program, commencing at
4:00 PM,' will consist of several
numbers especially selected for.
the concert.

DeLANYS'

FROM CLEMSON TO

Phone 1887

your laundry -when ready!

Under the direction of Prof- )
essor Hugh H.McGarity. head of
the Clemson Music Department,
'the Concert Band and the Glee
Club will make their first joint
'.appearance on Wednesday evening, December 18, at 8:00 o'clock,
in the College Chapel.
The program wil consist
of
special Christmas music by the
Glee Club accompanied by the
Band, with each organization giving several numbers alone. The
audience will be asked to join
in the singing of several familar
Christmas Carols.
Tfre highlight of the evening
will be the performance of the
Hallelujah Chorus from Handel's
"Messiah,"" by the Band and the
Glee Club, in concert.

GLEE CLUB ENTERTAINS
This afternoon the Clemson
Glee Club, under the direction of
By Albert Henry
Prof. Hugh H. McGarity, will
There is a venerable and energetic organization on he make its initial appearance in an
campus, founded before 1896, which has been the proving
Patronize Our Advertisers
Patronize Our Advertisers
ground and school of experience in public speaking for states- «F=
men, soldiers, authors and government officials. This organizaSportswear
Hobbies
Sports Equipment
tion, the Calhoun Forensic Society, has also been the school
for average, but nevertheless capable men, and it has moreCOMPLETE STOCK OF MODEL
over proven to be a boon to these men's self-confidence, poise
AIRPLANES AND ACCESSORIES
and ability to speak effectively and think clearly in public.

Free' Flights, U. Control, Solids
127 E. Whitner St.
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Forum Group Ends
Christmas Music Will
Current Series Thurs. Be Played In Clemson

Literary Societies Begun In 18
Have Made Statesmen and Authors

ANDERSON, S. C.

"Pink Slipper" Relaxing

Student Awarded Borden Plaque Eleazer of Extension Dept. Writes
Popular Weekly Newspaper Column

Graduate Elected To
Position In New York

BLANTON
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CALL 3481 FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON FARES AND SCHEDULES
PURCHASE OUR COMMUTER BOOK 33% OFF OF REGULAR RIDERS

CAROLINA STAGES, INC
is owned and operated by an old Clemson man Hamish Turner, Class of 1929.

Your interests are his.
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